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Generation of elastic waves is a major issue in nondestructive testing. Structural health monitoring
of a thin element can be achieved through the analysis of its resonance spectrum. A time reversal
mirror (TRM) operating in the audible frequency range (1–10 kHz) is used to remotely excite thin
resonant elastic elements. The generation of elastic waves is studied with respect to the geometry
of the TRM. It is observed that the quality of focusing only weakly depends on the number of loudspeakers (LS) in the TRM. When the air/plate coupling is at its maximum, the energetic efficiency
of the TRM is estimated to be about 0.02%. The TRM is shown to efficiently and selectively excite
a small structure embedded in a complex environment such as a hollow cylinder. Finally, the results
are discussed in light of the DORT method (French acronym for “decomposition of the time reversal operator”). In particular, the optimal LS placement and emission signals in this configuration to
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excite individual eigenmodes of a plate is determined. V
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many industrial applications (e.g., food-processing,
automobile, aeronautic) use thin plates, shells, or pipes that
need to be inspected regularly. Rapid detection and localization of defects, such as cracks, holes, or loose screws in a
structure, is a huge issue for safety and machine optimal
operating conditions. Verification of the structure integrity is
usually performed through visual inspection (e.g., dye penetrant testing) or using vibrating piezoelectric transducers and
accelerometers in contact with the structure (see Diamanti
and Soutis, 2010; Rivière et al., 2010, for review). However,
due to the complexity of industrial machines, numerous elements need to be inspected and are often difficult to access
(e.g., storage tanks, gas and fluid pipes, blades in airplane
turbine reactors, etc.), requiring operators to disassemble
parts or the totality of the machine, which is time- and
money-consuming. In this context, we would like to propose
an experimental setup to conduct a rapid, remote, and selective excitation of a thin solid inside a complex structure in
order to excite its resonance frequencies. All these requirements are feasible with a time reversal mirror (TRM). Such
a system is used to focus sound energy at a specific location
in space and time (see Fink et al., 2000, for a review of seminal works). A time reversal (TR) experiment is achieved in
two steps. During the forward step, a wave emitted by an
acoustic source propagates through the medium and is
recorded by a set of transducers. During the backward step,
the recorded signals are flipped in time and re-emitted by the
transducers. The emitted sound wave then follows the initial
path of the wavefront in the opposite direction, and focuses
as an impulse at the initial source position as if time was
a)
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flowing backward. TRMs have been applied to achieve
focusing in different contexts either in water (Prada et al.,
1996; Kuperman et al., 1998) or air (Ribay et al., 2005; Yon
et al., 2003), or to detect and image linear defects (Chakroun
et al., 1995) or non-linear defects (see Anderson et al., 2019,
for review) in solids. An important advantage of the TR process is that it does not require a priori knowledge of the structure geometry. Indeed, if the experiment is conducted in a
reverberant cavity (e.g., a small room) or in the presence of
scatterers between the array of transducers and the source,
contrary to classical beamforming processing, TR still generates converging waves (Derode et al., 1995; Draeger and
Fink, 1997; Yon et al., 2003). Even more, it has been shown
that the focusing is improved because the obstacles or the cavity boundaries act as virtual TR elements. Additionally, if a
source is not available at the targeted focusing position, the
impulse responses from the source to the TR transducers can
be advantageously replaced by the impulse responses from
the TR transducers to the desired focusing position. Indeed in
a reciprocal media, those responses are equal (Draeger et al.,
1998a) and taking advantage of this property is particularly
interesting to inspect objects that are difficult to access.
Here, our objective is to remotely and selectively excite
a thin plate using a TRM placed in air. Practically, this consists in focusing the flexural waves in the plate using a noncontact acoustic source. In 1998, Ing and Fink (1998) demonstrated the focusing of flexural waves in thin plates using
a laser excitation and piezoelectric transducers in contact
with the plate. Recently, Payan et al. (2017) were able to
locally focus either symmetrical S0 or anti-symmetrical A0
Lamb modes in a plate of non-uniform thickness. To excite a
plate with sound involves mode conversion from acoustic
waves into flexural waves. Besides its focusing property, the
TR process also ensures that back conversion occurs
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(Draeger et al., 1998b). Combining this effect with the use
of a single or a few transducers attached to a reverberating
elastic cavity, several studies showed that acoustic waves are
efficiently focused either in water (Montaldo et al., 2001;
Quieffin et al., 2004), air (Etaix et al., 2012; Etaix et al.,
2013), or solids (Van Den Abeele et al., 2010). More
recently, Le Bas et al. (2013) and Le Bas et al. (2015)
reported that non-contact local excitation on a plate is possible using an ultrasonic source in air (see also Anderson
et al., 2019, for a review). To this end, they built a TRM
composed of piezoelectric transducers inside a hollow closed
cavity with an opening located at a fixed distance 2 cm in
front of the plate. Plate vibration was recorded using a laser
vibrometer. The focal spots are recorded at various positions
by moving the TRM along the plate in order to locate
millimeter-size delamination. Here, we propose a different
but complementary approach. The TRM is made of an array
of loudspeakers (LS) working in the audible frequency range
(1–10 kHz) to selectively excite a resonant object located a
few meters away. Excitation from this distance allows a fast
and global test of the whole object from a fixed position of
the TRM. The idea is to conduct an evaluation of the object
resonance frequency spectrum by focusing flexural waves at a
single position because it is known that a defect occurrence
induces a shift of the resonance frequencies (Salawu, 1997).
This procedure is especially interesting in the case of several
objects embedded in a complex structure. While being unable
to locate the defect, the proposed method is much faster than
those requiring a systematic scan of the object. After presenting the experimental setup to excite a thin duralumin plate,
we investigate the conditions on the LS array arrangement
and frequency content of the emitted signal for which the
amplitude and contrast of the plate excitation are the best. We
show that our TR technique allows us to excite selectively different thin plates placed in a complex structure. Finally, we
analyze the property of focusing in such resonant media using
the formalism of the TR operator and discuss the influence of
room reverberation on the TR process.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND FOCUSING PROCESS

The TRM is composed of an array of LS. Each loudspeaker consists in a mini multimedia loudspeaker (RyghtTM,
Paris) with a diameter of 6 cm. 32 LS are set in a rectangular
8  4 array of 20 cm pitch [Fig. 1(a)]. Each set of eight LS is
connected to an electronic board developed at the laboratory to
amplify the signals. A 32-channel analog-to-digital/digital-toanalog (AD/DA) converter (Orion 32 channels, Antelope,
Elecktrosfera Ltd, Sofia, Bulgaria) with a resolution of 24 bits
samples data at a rate of 96 kS/s. The data are directly transferred to a computer via a high-speed Universal Serial Bus
(USB) connection resulting in a latency as small as a few milliseconds. To manage the 32 AD/DA channels, we use the
PyAudio Python module.
Two types of plates are investigated: (1) a “large”
3-mm-thick duralumin plate of dimensions 60 cm per 50 cm
and (2) a “small” 1-mm-thick duralumin plate of dimensions
10 cm per 10 cm. Duralumin has a density of 2700 kg m3,
its Young modulus is 70 GPa, and its Poisson ratio is 0.35. In
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (4), October 2019

the frequency range of interest (1–10 kHz), most of the
vibration energy of these plates is carried by the fundamental
Lamb mode A0. In this low-frequency regime, the highly dispersive A0 mode is also called the flexural mode and is dominated by normal displacements (Royer and Dieulesaint,
2000). Therefore, the vibration of the plate can be fully measured using a one-dimensional sensor. Unless otherwise
specified, the plate vibration is measured using a laser vibrometer (Polytec OFV-505, Waldbronn, Germany).
A. Forward step

The forward step of the TR focusing consists in recording the impulse responses ki(t) between the LS located at ri
and a point r0 on the targeted thin plate. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, a linear frequency modulated (LFM) signal is emitted instead of a pulse. The impulse responses over
the frequency range 1–10 kHz are extracted by correlating
the received signal with the emitted LFM [Fig. 2(a)]. This
step is repeated with each loudspeaker to obtain the set of
responses ki(t) with 1  i  32 [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)].
B. Backward step

The second step takes advantage of the reciprocity of
wave propagation. To focus back the flexural waves in the
plate at the point r0, the responses ki(t) are flipped in time and
re-emitted synchronously by all LS [Fig. 1(c)]. The emitted
acoustic waves are converted back into flexural waves at the
plate interface, forming a temporal impulse [Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)] and a focal spot around the focal position r0 ¼ ðx
¼ 0; y ¼ 0Þ [Fig. 2(e)]. Using all 32 LS emitting a 1-s signal
successively in the forward step and a 1-s signal simultaneously
in the backward step, the whole TR experiment lasts about
40 s. Neither repetition nor averaging of the focusing impulse
are needed to measure the plate response with a good signal-tonoise ratio [Fig. 2(d)]. Note that, due to the limited dimensions
of the plates, the eigenfrequencies of the plate are clearly distinguishable from each other on the spectrum. Similarly to the
work performed with a single channel TR in a silicon cavity
(Draeger and Fink, 1997), the focusing can be interpreted as
the result of the constructive interference of the eigenmodes of
the structure. However, here, and contrary to Draeger and Fink
(1997), the TRM is not in contact with the plate. The amplitude
ratio of the focal spot to secondary lobes can be evaluated by
computing the point spread function (PSF)


vz ðx; y; TÞ
:
(1)
PSFðx; yÞ ¼ 20 log10
vz ðx ¼ 0; y ¼ 0; TÞ
In this experiment, the amplitude of the focal spot is about
10 dB higher than the secondary lobes, and the diameter of
the spot is about 2 cm [Fig. 2(f)]. The effect of frequency on
focusing quality is discussed in Sec. III.
III. EFFICIENT FOCUSING CONDITIONS

We describe here the influence of the number and locations of the TRM LS and frequency band on the quality of
the focusing on a large duralumin plate.
Farin et al.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Array of LS used as elements
of the TRM to excite the eigenmodes of a duralumin
plate and vibrometer used to measure the plate vibration. Schematic of the experiment: (b) Forward step: the
impulse responses ki(t) between each loudspeaker in ri
and a point r0 on the plate are recorded with the laser
vibrometer. (c) Backward step: all impulse responses
are time reversed [ki(T– t)] and played simultaneously,
and an impulse is measured at point r0.

A. Influence of number and location of LS

In order to test the influence of the number of LS and
location on focusing, the 32 LS are arranged around the
plate [Fig. 3(a)]. In this specific experiment, we do not use the
laser vibrometer to measure impulse responses between the
TRM and the plate. During the forward step, each loudspeaker
emits successively. The impulse responses between all LS and
one transducer are estimated from the recording by this last.
The responses are flipped in time and sent back by the loudspeaker array during the backward step. Due to the TR invariance, an impulse is focused on the transducer. The plate
vibration is simultaneously measured with five other transducers located at various distances from the transducer on
which the field is focused. For a given arrangement of the LS
with respect to the plate (normal or parallel), we observe on
Fig. 3(b) that the peak focal amplitude increases with the number of LS. The increase is not linear as the amplitude at the
focus is only 4 times larger when the number of LS goes from
2 to 32. This is because the coupling of a LS with the plate
strongly depends on its position. This is further discussed in
Sec. V. The PSF is plotted in Fig. 3(c). We observe that the
2512
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lowest level of secondary lobes is obtained when the LS distribution is parallel to the plate, i.e., when a strong coupling
between the acoustic and elastic wave occurs. For the same reason, the PSF generated by two efficiently positioned LS can be
as good as the PSF obtained with 32 LS positioned all around
the plate. In the following, we place all 32 LS in the most efficient configuration, i.e., in a plane parallel to the plate surface,
as shown in Fig. 1(a).
B. Influence of the excitation frequency

We now observe how the central frequency fmean and
bandwidth Df of the signal emitted during the forward step
[and therefore of the impulse response k(t)] affect the excitation amplitude and level of the secondary lobes. For a fixed
bandwidth Df ¼ 1 kHz, the maximum plate excitation amplitude is higher when the central frequency fmean is close to
4 kHz [Fig. 4(a)]. This corresponds to the critical frequency
for which the acoustic wavelength kair equals that of the flexural mode within the plate kflexural (Fig. 5). This is in agreement with the fact that the radiation efficiency of thin plates
(i.e., plate coupling with surrounding air) is maximum when
Farin et al.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Impulse response ki(t) measured with the vibrometer on the large duralumin plate with the setup shown in Fig. 1(a) with all 32 LS
arranged in a array whose plane is parallel to the surface of the plate and emitting a signal (chirp) with bandwidth between 1 and 10 kHz. (b) Vibration speed
vz(t) at the focal location r0. (c) Enlargement of vz(t) around focusing time. (d) Amplitude spectrum jV~ z ðf Þj of the impulse signal vz(t). (e) Maximum amplitude
of vibration speed vz(t), and (f) point spread function (PSF) on the large duralumin plate. The focal spot is at (x ¼ 0,y ¼ 0).

kair is close to kflexural (Filippi, 2010; Wallace, 1972).
Related to this, we note in Fig. 4(b) that the width of the
focal spot is determined by half a wavelength kair/2 and, consequently, decreases when the frequency fmean increases (Le
Bas et al., 2015; Yon et al., 2003).
For a given central frequency fmean ¼ 4 kHz, the maximum plate excitation amplitude increases and the level of
the secondary lobes decreases as the signal bandwidth Df
increases [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. This is due to the fact that the
amplitudes of the plate eigenmodes sum constructively at the
focal position r0 and destructively elsewhere. Indeed, when
more eigenmodes are excited by increasing signal bandwidth,
the focal spot has a higher amplitude and is more clearly visible. In contrast, for a short bandwidth Df ¼ 100 Hz around
fmean ¼ 4 kHz, we mainly excite one single mode of the plate,
and the focal spot is not clearly distinguishable from an antinode of the eigenmode [Fig. 4(d)]. In the following, signals of
frequencies 1–10 kHz are emitted to enhance the absolute
plate excitation amplitude and focal spot/secondary lobes
amplitude ratio.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (4), October 2019

IV. SELECTIVE FOCUSING INSIDE A COMPLEX
STRUCTURE

In Sec. II, we have determined a configuration for which
the remote excitation of a plate is efficient when no obstacles
are present between the TRM and targeted plate. In this section, we propose to test the technique on a plate placed inside
a complex structure.
A. Excitation of a plate inside a tube

In order to investigate the effect on the plate excitation of
the presence of a complex structure around the plate, we conduct two experiments. First, we excite a square 1-mm-thick
duralumin plate placed at 1 m in front of the LS, with no
obstacles between it and the LS array [Fig. 6a]. Then, we excite
the same plate placed at the exact same position but inside a
stainless steel tube of length 2 m, diameter 20 cm, and thickness
1 mm [Fig. 6(b)]. In both cases, the same plate eigenmodes are
excited and the focal spot is unchanged [Figs. 6(c)–6(g)].
However, the efficiency of the focusing (i.e., ratio of elastic
Farin et al.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Experimental setup to verify the effect of the geometry of the LS array on the focusing. Sixteen LS are in a plane parallel to the plate, and 16
are in a plane normal to the plate. The focusing is made in the plate at the position of a piezoelectric transducer, and the vibration amplitude is measured with five other piezoelectric transducers at various distances from the focal spot. (b) Maximum amplitude of vibration speed, and (c) PSF as a function of the distance from the focal spot.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Influence of the central frequency and bandwidth of the sound excitation on the quality of the focusing on the large duralumin plate.
(a)–(c) Maximum amplitudes of the focal spots, and (b)–(d) PSFs at positions (x,y) on the plate for different (a) and (b) central frequencies fmean, and (c) and
(d) bandwidths Df. The focal spot is at position (x ¼ 0,y ¼ 0).
2514
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amplitude of the plate excitation for a given emitted amplitude
is higher. However, note that reverberation in the room where
the experiment is conducted dominates the recorded coda with
and without the tube. We further discuss the effect of room
reverberation on our TR experiment in Sec. V.
B. Selective excitation

FIG. 5. (Color online) Wavelength k of the flexural mode in thin duralumin
plates of thickness h ¼ 1 mm and h ¼ 3 mm and acoustic wavelength in air.
The critical frequency f0 for which the flexural wavelength equals the air
wavelength is indicated for both plates.

energy radiated in the plate over emitted acoustic energy)
appears to be two times larger when the plate is placed inside
the tube (ﬃ0.024%) than when the plate is alone (ﬃ0.011%;
see Appendix A for details on the computations). This is a commonly observed effect of cavities (e.g., Ribay et al., 2005;
Willardson et al., 2018; Yon et al., 2003). The multiple acoustic wave reflections inside the tube increase the duration of the
coda of the impulse response ki(t) compared to the case without
the tube. The impulse response ki(t) may contain, therefore,
more energy when the plate is inside the tube, thus the

We now check selective excitation of a specific plate of a
group of three placed inside the tube [Fig. 7(a)]. The plates are
fixed in the tube by the way of slits. They are parallel to each
other and separated by less than 1 cm. We first excite the plate
opposite to the TRM [plate 1, Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)] and then the
central plate (plate 2, Figs. 7(a) and 7(c)]. In both cases, the
focal spot diameter is about 2 cm around position (x ¼ 0,y ¼ 0).
In addition, an amplitude ratio of about 5 (13 dB) is observed
between the selected plate and its neighbors. Therefore, the
selective excitation of a plate inside a complex structure is possible. Note that the focal spot on plate 2 [Fig. 7(c)] is slightly
shifted from targeted position (x ¼ 0,y ¼ 0) because we mainly
excite one eigenmode of this plate.
V. DISCUSSION
A. DORT analysis

In order to provide a deeper understanding of focusing
properties of the remote TR of flexural waves in a plate,

FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of the excitation of a small duralumin plate without and with a stainless steel tube around it. (a),(b) Pictures of the experiment. (c),(d) Normalized vibration speed amplitudes as a function of the positions on the small duralumin plate for (c) the plate alone and (d) the plate placed
inside the tube. The focal spot is at position (x ¼ 0,y ¼ 0). (e) Impulse recorded at the focal spot. (f) Enlargement around the impulse. (g) Amplitude spectrum
of the signals in (e). The red signal is the noise level.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (4), October 2019
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FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Picture of the experimental setup of three small thin duralumin plates installed inside a tube. (b),(c) Maximum amplitude recorded
on each plate inside the structure when the focal spot is on (b) plate 1 and (c) plate 2.

we perform a DORT analysis (French acronym for
“decomposition of the time reversal operator”). The DORT
method has been developed to go beyond the “basic” TR
operation. The independent focusing wavefronts that can be
generated by a TRM are evaluated from the diagonalization
of the TR operator (e.g., Aubry et al., 2001; Prada et al.,
1995; Prada et al., 1996). For instance, in the case of two
point-like reflectors that are well resolved and have different
reflection coefficients, the DORT method provides the two
waveforms that focus on each reflector. Usually, the DORT
method is applied in a backscattering configuration, but here
we use it to figure out the number and shape of the TR wavefronts between the TRM and the plate. The TR operator can
be conveniently expressed in terms of the transfer matrix K
such as t K K. Note that superscript “t” and “*” stand for the
transpose and conjugate operators, respectively. One element
of the transfer matrix Kij is the Fourier transform at a given
frequency of f, the impulse response kij(t). The eigenvectors
2516
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of the TR operator are the TR invariants: the waveform
remains identical when they are time reversed. An efficient
way to work out the eigenvectors is to perform the singular
value decomposition (svd) of the transfer matrix Kij for a
given frequency x0,
Kij ðx0 Þ ¼

N
X

Ujn ðx0 Þrn ðx0 ÞVin ðx0 Þ;

(2)

n¼1

with N the number of LS (here, the number of positions
scanned by the vibrometer is much larger than N), rn the
singular values, and Ujn and Vin the singular vectors of Kij.
The squared values r2n are equal to the eigenvalues of the
TR operator. If we emit the time-reversed impulse
responses with amplitude Vin with the LS at ri, we measure
at rj the wave field Ujn on the plate. The singular values
rn for a given frequency f ¼ 4016 Hz are represented in
Fig. 8(a). The highest singular value r1 as a function of the
frequency allows us to identify the main eigenmodes of the
Farin et al.

FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Singular values rn for the mode of frequency
f ¼ 4016 Hz on the large duralumin plate. (b) First two highest singular values r1 (black) and r2 (green) as a function of frequency f. Arrows indicate
some principal modes.

plate, which correspond to the peak values [Fig. 8(b)]. The
field patterns Uj1 of several eigenmodes identified in Fig.
8(b) and the associated vectors Vi1 of amplitude that the
LS emits to only excite these patterns are represented in
Fig. 9.
At a resonance frequency, the first singular value r1
is about 10 dB higher than the second singular value r2
[Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)]. This is very different from the continuous singular value distribution at a given frequency,
which is observed in previous studies dealing with open
systems (e.g., Aubry et al., 2001; Tanter et al., 2000). In
our case, only one field pattern can be generated on the
plate at this frequency: the plate eigenmode. Thus, we
need only a few LS to excite one plate eigenmode. As a
consequence, the contrast of the focusing is not due to the
plurality of LS, in agreement with what Draeger and Fink
(1997) reported for one single channel TR. If one would
like to excite a particular field pattern with only a few LS,
one should preferentially place them at the spots corresponding to the higher values (darker color) of the singular
vectors Vi1. The values of Vi1 are higher on the bottom
row LS, which are just in front of the plate. As previously
observed, this is consistent with the fact that the focusing
amplitude does not increase linearly with the number of

FIG. 9. (Color online) Normalized amplitude of the wave field Uj1(x) of different modes of the large duralumin plate (lighter colors represent higher amplitude) and amplitude Vi1(x) of the singular vectors that have to be emitted by the LS to obtain the corresponding wave field (black, maximum amplitude; white,
minimal amplitude).
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (4), October 2019
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LS [Fig. 3(b)]. The fact that we only need a few LS to
excite the plate eigenmodes explains why we observed that
the secondary lobes level only slightly decreases from
18 dB to 20 dB when we use 8 LS instead of 2, and
does not change when we use 16 LS instead of 8 in Fig.
3(c). With eight LS, we already efficiently excite all of the
plate eigenmodes that interact constructively at the focal
point, provided the bandwidth of the excitation signal is
large enough. We do not excite more eigenmodes by using
more LS. However, using more LS still improves the signal-to-noise ratio [Fig. 3(b)].
To sum up, the TR method is efficient to put in vibration
a specific part of a complex structure which resonates for a
given eigenmode. The svd of the transfer matrix K allows us
to identify (i) the frequency of the eigenmode we would like
to excite, (ii) the most appropriate positions for the elements
of the TRM, and (iii) the signal the elements should emit to
excite this specific eigenmode.

B. Influence of room reverberation

During routine health inspection in industries, one can
imagine a TRM successively exciting the objects to control
when they pass in front of it. Because the forward step is the
longest step of the TR experiment, if one wants to gain time
one may just record the impulse responses once for one object
(forward step) and then emit these time-reversed impulse
responses to excite the other objects when they are positioned
at the same emplacement in front of the TRM (backward step).
This procedure is similar to the one applied by Le Bas et al.
(2015) to locally control the surface of a plate. However, this
requires that the coda of the impulse responses are unchanged
between the forward and backward steps, and therefore the
cavity in which the TR process is performed does not change.
Since we conducted our experiments in a room, we verify
whether the impulse functions are strongly sensitive to
sound reverberation in the room. To do so, we measure the

FIG. 10. (Color online) Impulse responses recorded between the TRM and (a) a microphone in the room, (b) the measurement position on the plate placed
indoors, and (c) the measurement position on the plate placed outdoors. Red lines show the low-pass filtered envelopes below 100 Hz. (Insets) Logarithm of
the envelop. The linear section of these curves indicates an exponential decay of the coda amplitude.
2518
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reverberation time, RT60, necessary for the sound pressure to
decrease by 60 dB for a wave path between the TRM and a
microphone inside the room (room response) and between the
TRM and the measurement position on the plate when it is
placed inside the room (which includes room and plate
response) or outdoors (without wall reflections). In the frequency range of interest (1–10 kHz), this time is RT60 ﬃ 0.63 s
in the room, RT60 ﬃ 0.74 s on the plate indoors and RT60 ﬃ
0.32 s on the plate outdoors (Fig. 10). We note that the same
experiment results in a reverberation time more than two times
smaller when conducted outdoors instead of indoors. A significant part of the coda recorded on the plate indoors is therefore
due to reverberation in the room. This is due to the fact that the
plate is located at a distance from the TRM close to the critical
distance for which the direct wave has the same amplitude as
the reverberated sound in the room. We estimate that the critical distance in the room is about
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V
ﬃ 0:77 m
(3)
dc ﬃ 0:057
RT60
with V the room volume (Peutz, 1971). Therefore, the
impulse responses are sensitive to the environment (plate
position, people, and furniture) in the room. Consequently,
for future applications of our technique for health inspection,
care must be taken to maximize the critical distance dc (i.e.,
ratio V/RT60) so that the impulse responses do not depend
too much on environmental changes. In terms of the formalism used in Sec. V A, the fact that the room is reverberant
principally affects the eigenvectors Vi1. However, even
though reverberation is important in the room, we still measure the eigenfrequencies of the plate, and that is what is
important to conduct a health inspection.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, remote spatial and temporal focusing of
flexural waves in a thin plate was achieved using a TR technique in the audible frequency range (1–10 kHz). We
showed that selective excitation of an object inside a complex structure is possible. The efficiency of the focusing
(ratio of elastic energy radiated in the plate over emitted
acoustic energy) is about 0.01%–0.02%. By computing the
eigenvectors of the transfer matrix between the TRM and
scanned points on the thin plate, we determined the signal to
be emitted in order to excite specific eigenmodes of the
plate. We observed that the level of secondary lobes of the
focal spot does not decrease by using a large number of elements in the TRM because only one element is sufficient to
excite an eigenmode. In contrast, the ratio of the amplitude
at the focal spot over the amplitude of the secondary lobes
increases when one increases the frequency bandwidth of the
excitation signal because more eigenmodes are excited, and
they interact constructively to form the focal spot. The presented technique could be useful to perform remote nondestructive control of difficultly to access plates within a
complex structure. Note that several methods exist to
enhance the amplitude of the focal spot during TR focusing
(Willardson et al., 2018). Using these methods could be
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 146 (4), October 2019

useful for future applications of the TR technique in structures with strong attenuation.
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APPENDIX: DETERMINATION OF THE ACOUSTIC
EFFICIENCY OF THE FOCUSING

The acoustic efficiency of flexural waves focusing in a
thin plate is the ratio of the elastic energy Eel radiated in the
plate over the acoustic energy Eemit emitted by the LS. Here,
we detail the computations of the energies Eemit and Eel.
1. Energy emitted by the LS

One loudspeaker emits the acoustic pressure p(r,t), function of distance r and time t. The acoustic power PðtÞ
recorded at distance r from the loudspeaker is then
PðtÞ ¼

S
pðr; tÞ2 ;
Z0

(A1)

with S the surface of the emitted wavefront at r ¼ 1 m, and Z0
¼ q0 c0 ﬃ 413:5 Pa s m1 the air impedance, q0 ﬃ 1.2 kg m3
the air density, and c0 ﬃ 343 m s1 the sound speed in air at
20  C. We assume the loudspeaker emits a hemispheric wavefront, thus, S ¼ 2pr2. The energy Ei emitted by the ith loudspeaker is then
ð
ð
2pr2 T
pðr; tÞ2 dt;
(A2)
Ei ¼ PðtÞdt ¼
Z
0
t
0
with ts the duration of the emitted signal. Practically, the
acoustic pressure p(r,t) is measured with a microphone
placed at r ¼ 1 m from the loudspeaker.
The total energy
P
emitted by all 32 LS is Eemit ¼ 32
E
.
i¼1 i
2. Elastic energy radiated in the plate

The technique to determine the elastic energy radiated
in the plate is based on the energy flux conservation through
a surface surrounding the focal spot. The density of energy
~
flux PðxÞ,
at cylindric frequency x is, by definition, the
bulk density of the total energy e~tot ¼ e~c þ e~p , integrated
along the plate thickness h, multiplied by the energy speed,
i.e., the group speed vg(x) (Royer and Dieulesaint, 2000)
~
PðxÞ
¼
^ vg ðxÞ

ð h=2

e~tot ðxÞdz:

(A3)

h=2

For elastic waves propagating in a homogeneous guide, as a
plate, the bulk density of kinetic and potential energies are
equal
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1
e~c ðxÞ ¼ e~p ðxÞ ¼ qp jV~z ðr; xÞj2 ;
2

(A4)

with qp the plate density and V~z ðr; xÞ the time Fourier transform of the vibration speed vz(r,t) measured at the plate surface. The elastic energy Eel radiated in the plate is given by
the integral on the frequencies x of the radiated power,
~
which is the flux PðxÞ
integrated along a line surrounding
the focal spot

ð þ
1 þ1 ~
PðxÞrdh
Eel ¼
2p 1

ð 
ðð
1 þ1
vg ðxÞ
qp jV~z ðr; xÞj2 rdhdz dx: (A5)
¼
2p 1
S
At the focal spot, the vibration speed measured by the vibrometer can be written in the frequency domain

~
~ 0 ðkrÞ ¼ A H ð1Þ ðkrÞ  H ð1Þ ðkrÞ ;
V~z ðr; xÞ ¼ AJ
0
0
2
(A6)
where A~ is the maximum amplitude of the measured spectrum, J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind, k is the
ð1Þ
wavenumber, and H0 is the Hankel function of the first
ð1Þ
kind. H0 ðkrÞ represents the convergent wave, and
ð1Þ
H0 ðkrÞ represents the divergent wave, which interfere
with each other, and form the focusing impulse in kr ¼ 0.
We only consider the convergent wave. If we integrate
over a sufficiently large surface (for large r), we can
develop the Hankel function in far field and write the
vibration speed as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
~ ð1Þ
~
A
A
2 jkr
e :
(A7)
V~z ðr; xÞ ﬃ H0 ðkrÞ ﬃ
2
2 pkr
By replacing V~z ðr; xÞ in Eq. (A5), we obtain
ð þ1
1
2 vg ðxÞ
dx:
Eel ﬃ
qp h
A~
kðxÞ
2p
1

(A8)

In a plate, for the flexural mode, the group speed vg ðxÞ ¼ 2x=
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kðxÞ and the dispersion relation is kðxÞ2 ¼ qp h=Dx, with
D the flexural stiffness of the plate (Royer and Dieulesaint,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2000). Then, vg ðxÞ=kðxÞ simplifies and becomes D=ðqp hÞ
(independent of x). Thus,
ð
1 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ1 ~2
Eel ﬃ
A dx;
qp hD
2p
1

(A9)

that can be expressed in the frequency domain, according to
Parceval theorem,
Eel ﬃ

1 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qp hD
2p

ð Dt

A2 dt;

(A10)

0

with A the maximum amplitude of the measured impulsion
vz(r,t) at the focal spot, and Dt the impulsion duration.
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